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Problem G. Rats
Input file: standard input

Output file: standard output

Time limit: 1 second
Memory limit: 256 mebibytes

You are given an infinite line covered with a periodically repeating string A (there are infinitely many
concatenated copies of the string A in the line). The line doesn’t have a beginning or an end. You
are given a set S with M strings. You need to build new string B as concatanation of strings from S.
String B must satisfy the following conditions:

• After covering a new empty infinite line with infinitely many concatenations of the string B, the
line should be identical with string A.

• In case there are several valid strings B or several valid constructions of the string B, you should
choose B and its construction which minimize number of strings used from S.

You can use the same string from S several times, but every time you count it as new string. You can
concatenate all strings in any order, but you are not allowed to change the order of letters in the string.
In case there is no proper way to build some string B, print −1.

Input

• The first line contains string A (1 ≤ |A| ≤ 500).

• The second line contains the integer M (1 ≤M ≤ 105), number of strings in set S.

• Each of next M lines contains one string from S, i-th line contains string Li (1 ≤ |Li| ≤ |A|). Sum
of lengths of strings from set S is smaller than 106 (

∑M
i=1 |Li| ≤ 106).

Output

Print one integer — minimum number of string instances from S needed to build string B.

Example

standard input standard output

baabaa

3

a

b

c

3

Note

You can use one string ”b” and two strings ”a”, to build B = ”aba”:

...baabaabaabaa...

.....abaabaabaaba...
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